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Copyright © 2017 TUXDOC Inc. About Contact Us Privacy Summary Cookie Policy: Under Section 22 of the Information Society services and E-Commerce Act, as well as in solo (30) GDPR we inform you that this site uses cookies for both own and third parties for various purposes. A cookie is a file that
is uploaded to a user's device when a user has access to certain web pages to store and receive navigation information from that computer. For more information about cookies, you can find more information here. Strictly required cookies Strictly necessary cookies should always be activated so we can
save your cookie settings. Cookie Object expires PHPSESSID This cookie is native to PHP and allows the Internet to save serialized state data. On this website, it is used to create custom sessions by transmitting status data through a temporary cookie, also known as session cookies. At the end of the
moove_gdpr_popup view session is used to preserve the cookie preferences of the 1 year php-console server This cookie is used by the language of PHP encryption to allow session variables to be stored on the web server at the end of the wordpress_test_cookie view session This cookie is used to the
wordPress content manager to check whether the browser has cookies. At the end of the wp-wpml_current_language Navigation session, save the 24-hour language settings If you disable this cookie, we won't be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this site you will have to
turn on or off the cookies again. Cookies Analytics This website uses Google Analytics to collect anonymous information, such as the number of visitors to the site, or the most popular pages. Leaving this cookie active allows us to improve our website. Cookie Object expires _fbp Used by Facebook to
offer a series of promotional products 3 months _ga Analytics 2 years _gat_UA-66658133-1 Analytical 1 minute _gat_gtag_UA_66658133_1 Analytics 1 minute _gid Analytics 24 Hours Clinical Psychology is an industry of psychology that has a constant evolution, and continues to have it today. Among
other things, it strives for the mental well-being of people, so we wanted to dedicate this section and made a selection of books of clinical psychology in the PDF format. If you want to explore this topic, here you will find quality information, instantly and for free. Our books on clinical psychology are in the
public domain, have very complete information on this subject, and you can immediately access them. It is a discipline that be most exciting for those who have a calling, because it is about preserving a person's psychological health. Clinical psychology is a scientific discipline that is responsible for
assessing, diagnosing, preventing and treating various mental disorders. Its purpose is to find a comprehensive well-being of people based on psychological health. It is also a practice that is carried out in psychiatric centers, clinics and hospitals, being individual, married couples or even family
intervention (according to the specialty of the doctor's psychologist) his methods of approach. Every day the work of a clinical psychologist is better understood and its importance in maintaining a balance of social coexistence. There is less and less prejudice towards this specialist, who not only deals with
serious pathological cases, but also ensures the well-being of those who are usually integrated into society. Theoretical currents that framed the clinical practice of psychology are conduction, psychoanalysis, gestalt, humanism and others. All in constant evolution and with advances in the development of
techniques and tools that allow for more effective intervention. Don't miss, then, our collection of more than 15 books of clinical psychology in PDF format, where you will find the best content regarding this scientific discipline of great social significance. When pressed to wait a few seconds in order to
download WELL content, this was our selection of free books of clinical psychology in PDF format. We hope you enjoyed it! If you find this list useful, be sure to share it on your major social networks. Remember that Share it to build. Want more books on psychology in PDF format? All selections of PDF
Psychology PROVIDE FREESoftware for psychologists use cookies to guarantee you a faster and more personalized service. Read Privacy and Cookies Policy Adopt Reject Cookies Privacy and Cookie Patient Clinical History Policy collects the most important patient data and information so that a
medical professional can consult them at any time. From these documents, where real data are provided, the doctor will be able to make the most appropriate diagnosis and treatment. If we move on to the world of psychology, the psychological history of the disease collects all the data that psychologists
have collected from the patient. Here, thus, there will be all the reports made by the person who needs to be treated so that the specialist knows his psychological history and his current situation. Thus, the psychological history of the disease is a very important tool for psychologists to act in the face and
diagnose him. But how to make a psychological history of the disease, what data it should contain? As a rule, there are different models of psychological history of the disease, and each specialist will be able to add the information that he considers the most convenient. However, there are a number of
data that are considered necessary and should appear in any of these documents. On the one hand, it is necessary to enter the patient's personal data, name and surname, gender, age, occupation and marital status are the basics. From here you can also enter other data that will act as secondary.
These may be studies of the patient, his origin and origin, as well as certain data from their parents, which may have an impact on the psychological section of the patient. Within this personal data, or in another section, the patient's social profile can be recorded. Not only in terms of your current situation
(married, lonely, widowed, separated, relationships with friends and colleagues, etc.), but also your previous relationship if they are important to your psychological state. The specialist must then indicate why the patient came to the appointment. In this section it is worth noting the problem that led you to
the psychologist, the approximate date of the beginning of this problem and how it is currently located. The psychological history of the patient should also be noted in case he had previously suffered from such problems. A brief examination of the patient's personality and some data that tell us about their
family environment can also be included here. It is clear that this information will appear as a specialist interview patient, so it should be collected a little. Finally, the psychologist should record a mental examination of the patient's situation. Of the latter, the diagnosis should be dictated and of course the
treatment to be carried out. As we have just seen, the psychological history of the disease contains a number of very detailed and up-to-date data. Paperwork often means that professionals can't spend as much time as they want on their patients. It is for this reason that online medical software has great
help. A tool with which you can quickly and comfortably manage all the tasks of the clinic. In this way, we could perform psychological medical records more efficiently and easily. This type of software is ideal for any medical specialty. A system to which we can also access from any electronic device,
which means that from home it analyze the patient's medical history for better consultation. In short, online medical software allows you to simplify all day-to-day tasks in a psychological center. The ideal solution is to be able to devote more time to patients, so that they enjoy much more direct and
personal hygiene. Author/editor of the blog psiqueviva. Psychologist and sexologist with collegiate number: AO09281. Excited to pass on knowledge about psychology, and promote healthy habits through medical science in general. Employee articles on pages like E-science, mind is wonderful and
marketing4ecommerce. It is a tool that has all the data that give information about the lives of your patients. This information, which you collect and order, is vital to the development of your activities as a psychologist and is undoubtedly part of the rules for the practice of your profession depending on the
country in which you are located. Psychological medical history is a data set that includes personal, biological, emotional, family, social, work reviews, among other things, that form the basis for psychodiagnosis and guidance to your patients. Keep in mind that it is not only about collecting information by
collecting and completing fields, on the contrary, all this will be filled with relevant, relevant and prompt information throughout the session you have with your patient to give the specified treatment. During the first session or patient interview, you will collect personal data and other information that you
must collect throughout all the meetings they have. All of this information that you write down ends up what you are observing and what you indagas, and fill in the information with the results of the methods you choose to apply. If you start as a psychologist and are looking for a model for your patients, it
is important that you know that depending on the profile you will have to create one, it is different to treat a child than an adult, however here we will leave you a guide. The psychological model of the medical history Although, as we have said above the model is not standard and varies depending on the
type of patient and there are different formats there are certain data that are infallible in the psychology of medical history, this is an example. 1-Informed Consent In this section the patient must inform you of the data that will appear in the medical history, it is important that your patients always allow any
treatment or use of their information. 2-Biographical History This section should indicate why your patient attended the consultation as well as a certain type of background; for example, previous symptoms, work or demographic data. 3-Transcript Sessions Remember that each session is transcribed in
three sections: Information: the course of the session is summarized and summarized and what has happened since your patient had the previous session. Treatment: This section provides a functional explanation of your patient's case. Tasks: Here you have to record all the tasks that you need to
perform with your patient at the next meeting. 4-Consolidated Sheets Consolidated Sheets collect information about the patient's progress in each session. It's a bit of an organized summary of the previous paragraph. 5-Excel Tab Once you have finished the case, all quantitative data collected from your
patient must be collected in Excel to be used as supporting materials for future research. Features of the psychological map: Mental information constantly, such as: family and personal past. The ability to enter a doctor's request for treatment. Editor for The Patient GenogramTests performed. The ability
to attach files. Mental diagnosis. The variant of the diagnosis change. Treatment goals, deadlines and managers. Patient files: the ability to attach photos, documents and other files. The ability to print readingsot to interrupt treatment by default or for other reasonsSorium of previous treatments, with their
appropriate initial evaluation and sessions. Electronic clinical records for psychologists Although you can track the information in a paper notebook because you have been doing it for a long time or even think it is the best option, electronic tokens are already in demand in the market and of course your
competition already manages them in this way. Theoretically, if you have medical records electronically, all the data can be safer because no clinic employee has access. Even if you suspect or even fear the transition to electronic medical records, you should think that it is a matter of market and patient
development, be patient, because you and other psychologists easily adapt to new technological schemes. On the other hand, stop thinking that holding clinical records online will be too expensive or complicated, in terms of costs, it will be much easier than you think with you implementing management
software in your clinic or psychology office, you will already be able to get a disease history module. As for usability you will find that once you have online tokens you will never want to use a paper agenda again. Don't worry, it will be much better and easier than you think. The benefits of having an
electronic clinical file for your psychology patients are readable as opposed to you carry information in a traditional paper agenda. You can use and update it at any time and a device with access to Internet.Es that is difficult for information to be altered or retrieved because with the help of software you
can customize the permissions so that only you have access. It's always available. You can include alerts for specific characteristics of your patients. It has a computer security policy, so the data cannot be stolen. There are fewer errors than in paper management. You easily add reminders. Reduces
consultation time. Why the availability of software to perform patient records As you know medical records are indispensable in your daily work, so it is important that you manage them correctly to achieve it and as a recommendation acquires software to manage, of course, your work will be much more
efficient and with less effort, because it is a tool that allows you to exercise the order of all your patients' data that you may still have managed in a paper book. The software also allows you to monitor other types of tasks of your day in a day, such as agenda, customer loyalty and even a website. If you
are looking for a BEWE.io that allows you to safely manage and store your medical history our recommendation BEWE.io software that will help you attract and retain customers and more. Try it for free here. In here. arcgis online tutorial pdf. arcgis online tutorial videos. arcgis online tutorial youtube.
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